SCGB-1A KT GROUND BAR KIT

1 PC - SCGB-1 BUSBAR
2 PCS - SCBKT-1A BRACKET
2 PCS - 1603-2A or R2137-A4 INSULATOR
4 PCS - 3/8-16 x .75" BOLT
4 PCS - 3/8" LOCKWASHER
SCGB-1KT includes:

2 - 2015-3C Insulators
2 - SCBKT-1 Brackets
4 - 3/8" X 1" Steel w/Zinc plating Bolts
4 - 3/8" Steel w/Zinc plating Lockwashers

STORM POWER COMPONENTS

MATERIAL
E.G.COPPER

FINISH:
Bare
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